RESULT OF
YOUR SUPPORT
Our donors have facilitated the conservation treatment
of dozens of rare books, ensuring their ongoing availability
for future generations of researchers.
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Of bodies and of mans soul, Sir Kenelm Digby, 1669.

ADOPTA-BOOK
An initiative of the Friends of the
University of Adelaide Library

ADOPT-A-BOOK
In 2012 the Friends of the
University of Adelaide Library,
in partnership with Rare Books
& Special Collections, established
Adopt-a-Book.
This initiative provides supporters
of the Library with the opportunity
to donate towards the conservation
of a rare and fragile book.

RARE BOOKS
& SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS

BECOME
INVOLVED...

Rare Books & Special Collections houses the Library’s
most valuable and vulnerable publications, including
old and rare books, limited editions and fine bindings.

adopt_a_book/restoration_list/

Students and researchers can access more than
20 separate collections, comprising some 80,000 items.

We welcome donations of any denomination and your
financial support will be thoughtfully directed towards
conservation of the Library’s most vulnerable publications.

The collection coverage is broad with particular strengths
in Pacific and indigenous Australian history and culture;
British and European theatre; Australiana and South
Australian colonial history; voyages and discovery; medicine;
natural history; world wars; women; English literature and
early printing.

You can visit or talk to us about adopting an item of
particular interest or simply browse our list of books
currently in need of repair: adelaide.edu.au/library/special/
You can also make a general contribution online:
www.alumni.adelaide.edu.au/adoptabook

You can learn more about works which have already
been restored. To see some fascinating before and after
photographs, browse our condition reports: adelaide.edu.au/
library/special/adopt_a_book/restoration_complete/

These collections support and stimulate the University’s
extensive and varied teaching and research programs.
Many of the books in the collections date from the
15th to the 19th centuries, and are now in need of repair.

adelaide.edu.au/library/friends

Rare Books & Special Collections’ staff work closely with
the Friends of the Library and conservator, Anthony Zammit,
to identify and prioritise the items most in need of restoration.

Bush friends in Tasmania, Louisa A. Meredith, 1891,
before and after restoration.

